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Abstract: Attribute-based Encryption (ABE) is regarded as a promising cryptographic conducting tool to guarantee data
owners’ direct control over their data in public cloud storage. The earlier ABE schemes involve only one authority to
maintain the whole attribute set, which can bring a single-point bottleneck on both security and performance. Subsequently,
some multi-authority schemes are proposed, in which multiple authorities separately maintain disjoint attribute subsets.
However, the single-point bottleneck problem remains unsolved. In this paper, from another perspective, we conduct a
threshold multi-authority CP-ABE access control scheme for public cloud storage, named TMACS, in which multiple
authorities jointly manage a uniform attribute set. In TMACS, taking advantage of (t; n) threshold secret sharing, the master
key can be shared among multiple authorities, and a legal user can generate his/her secret key by interacting with any t
authorities. Security and performance analysis results show that TMACS is not only verifiable secure when less than t
authorities are compromised, but also robust when no less than t authorities are alive in the system. Furthermore, by
efficiently combining the traditional multi-authority scheme with TMACS, we construct a hybrid one, which satisfies the
scenario of attributes coming from different authorities as well as achieving security and system-level robustness.
I. INTRODUCTION
TO satisfy requirements of data storage and high performance computation, cloud computing has drawn extensive
attentions from both academic and industry. Cloud storage is an important service of cloud computing [1], which provides
services for data owners to outsource data to store in cloud via Internet. Despite many advantages of cloud storage, there still
remain various challenging obstacles, among which, privacy and security of users’ data have become major issues, especially in
public cloud storage [2], [3]. Traditionally, a data owner stores his/her data in trusted servers, which are generally controlled by
a fully trusted administrator Attribute-based Encryption (ABE) [4], [5], [6] is regarded as one of the most suitable schemes to
conduct data access control in public clouds for it can guarantee data owners’direct control over their data and provide a finegrained access control service. Till now, there are many ABE schemes proposed, which can be divided into two categories:
Key-Policy Attribute-based Encryption (KP-ABE), such as [7], [8], and Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-based Encryption (CPABE), such as [9], [10], [11], [12]. In KP-ABE schemes, decrypt keys are associated with access structures while ciphertexts are
only labeled with special attribute sets. Deployment Models: Private cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive
use by a single organization comprising multiple consumers (e.g., business units). It may be owned, managed, and operated by
the organization, a third party, or some combination of them, and it may exist on or off premises. Community cloud. The cloud
infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a specific community of consumers from organizations that have shared
concerns (e.g., mission, security requirements, policy, and compliance considerations). It may be owned, managed, and operated
by one or more of the organizations in the community, a third party, or some combination of them, and it may exist on or off
premises. Public cloud. The cloud infrastructure is provisioned for open use by the general public. It may be owned, managed,
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and operated by a business, academic, or government organization, or some combination of them. It exists on the premises of
the cloud provider. Hybrid cloud. The cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more distinct cloud infrastructures
(private, community, or public) that remain unique entities, but are bound together by standardized or proprietary technology
that enables data and application portability (e.g., cloud bursting for load balancing between clouds).
In this paper, we propose a robust and verifiable threshold multi-authority CP-ABE access control scheme, named TMACS,
to deal with the single-point bottleneck on both security and performance in most existing schemes. In TMACS, multiple
authorities jointly manage the whole attribute set but no one has full control of any specific attribute. Since in CP-ABE
schemes, there is always a secret key (SK) used to generate attribute private keys, we introduce (t; n) thresho ld secret sharing
into our scheme to share the secret key among authorities. In TMACS, we redefine the secret key in the traditional CP-ABE
schemes as master key. The introduction of (t; n) threshold secret sharing guarantees that, the master key cannot be obtained by
any authority alone. TMACS is not only verifiable secure when less than t authorities are compromised, but also robust when no
less than t authorities are alive in the system. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first try to address the singlepoint
bottleneck on both security and performance in CPABE access control schemes in public cloud storage.
Advantages of Proposed System:
1.

This only-one-authority scenario can bring a single-point bottleneck on both security and performance.

2.

These CP-ABE schemes are still far from being widely used for access control in public cloud storage.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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MODULES
In this implementation we have three modules.
1.

User module

2.

Multiauthority Access control

3.

Public cloud storage.

Module Description
User Module:
In this module, Users are having authentication and security to access the detail which is presented in the system. Before
accessing or searching the details user should have the account in that otherwise they should register first.
Multi-authority Access control:
We conduct a threshold multi-authority CP-ABE access control scheme for public cloud storage, named TMACS, in which
multiple authorities jointly manage a uniform attribute set. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to design
multiauthority access control architecture to deal with the problem. To satisfy this hybrid scenario, we conduct a hybrid multiauthority access control scheme, by combining the traditional multi-authority scheme with our proposed TMACS.
Public Cloud Storage:
Cloud storage is an important service of cloud computing which provides services for data owners to outsource data to store
in cloud via Internet. The cloud server is always online and managed by the cloud provider. Usually, the cloud server and its
provider is assumed “honest-but-curious”[13]. The cloud server does nothing but provide a platform for owners storing and
sharing their encrypted data. The cloud server doesn’t conduct data access control for owners.
III. DIFFERENT APPROACHES OF THRESHOLD CRYPTOGRAPHY
3.1. Multi-Key Leakage-Resilient Threshold Cryptography
In this scheme, attacks due to the exposure of key can be prevented and hence, security is promised. [14] Advantages: 1. It
offers an overall unbounded leakage throughout the life time of the key. 2. The multi-key leakage-resilient threshold when
extended with the continual leakage model allows periodic updates on the secret key while bounding the leakage between
updates. Applications:It is suitable for systems where long-term secure storage on leaky hardware is required.
3.2. Efficient RSA Key Generation and Threshold Paillier in the Two-Party Setting
This construction [15] generates a distributed RSA composite by protecting its factorization‟s leakage and a distributed
decryption for Paillier. Advantages: Security against malicious software is achievable in the two party setting by this scheme.
Applications: It can be readily used for evaluating functions of specific interests securely such as the common reference string
model (CRS) in generic form or set interactions, pseudorandom functions, etc.
3.3. On Demand Self-Organized Public Key Management for Mobile Ad hoc Network
This scheme [16] exploits an on demand distance vector routing protocol infrastructure to discover a certificate chain
through a web of trust. Authentication of the key management is enhanced since trust values are used with the public key
certificates. Advantages: This scheme has low communication cost and negligible impact on network performance. It is robust
in both dynamic and static networks. It prevents network against malicious node attacks. Applications: This scheme finds its
application for stationery networks.
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3.4. Doubly Encrypted Identity-Based Encryption
In this approach [17], an encryption scheme is used which encrypts a message doubly. By using this scheme, the decryption

right is distributed to three servers, and only the receiver can decrypt ciphertext. Advantages: There is no need to maintain
public key certificates and to communicate preliminarily to get public keys. The Private Key Generator (PKG) provides
complete trust at the decryption end. Applications: This scheme finds its greatest use is in the file transfer service. 3.5. Multiinstance Security and Its Application to Password-Based Cryptography Mi-security [18] is used in systems where a single
instance can be compromised and a second line of defence is provided, aiming to ensure that the effort to compromise all of
some large number m of instances grows linearly with m. Advantages: Mi security is potentially much higher than the
traditional single-instance (si) security. Applications: It finds its application in password-based cryptography by using the
process of salting.
3.5. On Dealer-free Dynamic Threshold Schemes
This scheme [19] aims at dynamically generating new secrets in the absence of the dealer. At the same time, it does the
increasing or decreasing of the threshold and performs changes in the secret from time to time. Advantages: It overcomes the
problem of almost all secret sharing schemes of being „one-time‟, i.e. knowing of the secret and shares to all after the public
secret recovery process. Applications: It finds its use in systems where frequent changes in the threshold and secret are required
at multiple times.
IV. THRESHOLD MULTI-AUTHORITY CP-ABE DATA ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM
In this section, we first give an overview of TMACS, including the scheme structure and the challenging issues in the
design of TMACS. In the following, we detailed describe TMACS, which mainly consists of four phases: System Initialization,
Secret Key Generation, Encryption, and Decryption.
4.1 Overview
To address the problem of single-point bottleneck, we introduce (t; n) threshold secret sharing, based on redundant multiple
AAs, then propose a threshold multi-authority CPABE and the relevant access control scheme TMACS in public cloud storage.
In TMACS, a global certificate authority is responsible for the construction of the system, which avoids the extra overhead
caused by AAs’ negotiation of system parameters. CA is also responsible for the registration of users, which avoids AAs
synchronized maintaining a list of users. However, CA is not involved in AAs’ master key sharing and users’ secret key
generation, which avoids CA becoming the security vulnerability and performance bottleneck. Then AAs will be involved in the
construction of the system, assisting CA to finish the establishment of system parameters. CA accepts users’ registration and
issues the certificate (uid, uid.cert) to each legal user. With the certificate, the user can contract with any t AAs one by one to
gain his/her secret key. One challenging issue in design of TMACS is reusing of the master key shared among multiple attribute
authorities. In traditional (t; n) threshold secret sharing, once the secret is reconstructed among multiple participants, someone
can actually gain its value. Similarly, in CP-ABE schemes, the only-one-authority knows the master key and uses it to generate
each user’s secret key according to a specific attribute set. In this case, if the AA is compromised by an adversary, it will
become the security vulnerability. To avoid this, by means of (t; n) threshold secret sharing, the master key cannot be
individually reconstructed and gained by any entity in TMACS. To reduce the trivial communication overhead, in TMACS,
rather than the master key, the entire secret key is reconstructed by collecting t secret key shares generated by AAs.
4.2 Details of Our Data Access Control Scheme
4.2.1 System Initialization
The operation of System Initialization is divided into three sub-processes: CASetup1, AASetup, and CASetup2. The
operation of CASetup1 is mainly responsible for establishment of system parameters and accepting registration of users and
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AAs. AAs cooperate with each other to share the master key in AASetup, while the corresponding public key is generated by
CA in CASetup2.
1) CASetup1: The operation of CASetup1 is run by CA. First, CA chooses two multiplicative cyclic groups G and GT with
the same prime order p, then defines abinary map User registration: Each user sends a registrationrequest to CA during the
phase of System Initialization. CA authenticates the user, then assigns an identification uid to him/her. The identification uid is
a random element in Zp. CA signs a certificate uid:Cert with skCA for the user to verify his/ her identity.
AAregistration: Each AA also sends a registration request to CA during the System Initialization. For each legal authority,
CA assigns a unique identity aid 2 Zp and generates a certificate aid:Cert. According to the total number (marked as n) of AAs
involved in the system, CA decides the threshold number (marked as t) of AAs that participate in user’s secret key generation
for each time.
1) AASetup: The operation of AASetup is run by each one of all n AAs. These n AAs cooperate with each other to call (t;
n) threshold secret sharing as follows: _ Each AA (AAi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n) selects a random number ai 2 Zp as its sub-secret, in
this way, the master key a is implicitly decided[18]
4.2.2 Encryption
To improve the system’s performance, the owner first chooses a random number k 2 Zp as
the symmetric key and encrypts the plaintext message M using k with the symmetric encryption algorithm, such as AES.
The encrypted data can be denoted as EkðMÞ, then the owner encrypts the symmetric key k using CP-ABE under an access
policy defined by himself/herselfA random secret parameters is chosen to encrypt the symmetric key k. To hide the parameters,
a random vector

is selected, where y2; y3; . . . ; yk are randomly chosen and used to share

the perameter s. Each

., whereMi denotes the ith row of the matrix M. The owner randomly selects
and calculates the ciphertext CT using the public keys gained from CA:

4.2.3 Secret Key Generation
The Secret Key Generation operation is run by one user and any t out of n AAs. Less than t AAs, user’s secret key cannot
be generated. In this operation, there is no interaction between any two of t AAs, so the user can select t AAs according to
his/her own preference, and then separately contact with each of these t AAs to get the secret key share. After getting t secret
key shares separately from t AAs, the user can generate his/her secret key. To gain the secret key share from AAi, the user uidj
first sends his/her signed request including his/her identity and his/her certificate to AAi. After receiving the request, AAi
verifies uidj’s certificate by using CA’s public verification key vkCA, then authenticates the user by verifying his/ her signature
over the request. If the user is an illegal one, the operation aborts. Otherwise, AAi assigns an attribute set
S to the user according to the role he/she plays in the domain1 and generates the secret key share for him/her. AAi first
chooses a random number bi 2 Zp and then generates
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The secret key share as follows: Furthermore, the formulas of the user’s secret key can be expressed as follows:

To simplify the formulas, a parameter d is introduced:

4.2.4 Decryption
The Decryption operation is run by each user. The user can freely query and download any encrypted data that he/she is
interested in from the cloud server. However, he/she can’t decrypted the data unless his/her attribute set satisfies the access
structure hidden inside the ciphertext.

V. CONCLUSION
Hybrid scheme that is more suitable for the real scenario, in which attributes come from different authority-sets and
multiple authorities in an authority-set jointly maintain a subset of the whole attribute set. This enhanced scheme addresses not
only attributes coming from different authorities but also security and system- level robustness. In this paper, we propose a new
threshold multi-authority CP-ABE access control scheme, named TMACS, in public cloud storage, in which all AAs jointly
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manage the whole attribute set and share the master key a. Taking advantage of (t; n) threshold secret sharing, by interacting
with any t AAs, a legal user can generate his/her secret key. Thus, TMACS avoids any one AA being a single-point bottleneck
on both security and performance. The analysis results show that our access control scheme is robust and secure. We can easily
find appropriate values of (t; n) to make TMACS not only secure when less than t authorities are compromised, but also robust
when no less than t authorities are alive in the system.
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